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PREFACE 
 
 
 
With big issues like corruption, elitism, and inequality, we’re often not 
serious as scholars or as societies. Partly because they’re big, they 
intimidate us. Partly because they’re so contextual, they seem intractable. 
In response, we’ve cultivated habits of outrage on the one hand—”We have 
to take on systemic inequality!”—or (with a glass in hand later) resignation. 
“Haven’t you heard of the Pareto distribution? We can’t really do anything 
about inequality.” 

Political polarization has increased on big issues ranging from climate 
change to immigration, from early childhood interventions to the rights of 
indigenous peoples. Ideologies lurk, indeed barely lurk. Even many experts 
feel thwarted; even many universities and research institutions pull back. 
Policy analysis lags. 

Take the big issue of admissions policies for elite universities and the use 
of standardized tests. It is once again on the front pages as I write this 
preface. What should we do, given the dual threats noted long ago by Max 
Weber?  

Democracy takes an ambivalent stand in the face of specialized 
examinations, as it does in the face of all the phenomena of bureaucracy—
although democracy itself promotes these developments. Special 
examinations, on the one hand, mean or appear to mean a “selection” of 
those who qualify from all social strata rather than a rule by notables. On the 
other hand, democracy fears that a merit system and educational certificates 
will result in a privileged caste.1 

Overlay that dilemma with ethnic differences, even gender differences, 
especially at the tails of the distributions of many measures of ability and 
achievement—and you can see why people flail or bail. 

Flail: “We have to go beyond dimension X or Y!” or “We have to invest 
more in …,” often without assessing what “going beyond” means and what 
the investments yield and cost.  

Or bail: “What can one do about elites and elitism? They’re part of every 
society and always have been.” 

Another numbing aspect of big issues is who should address them. The 
usual answer is government. But it’s a confusion to state a public problem 
is best addressed by the public sector, especially by just the public sector. 
Thus the explosion of initiatives around the world under the heading of 
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public-private partnerships. What are different organizations—and types of 
institutions—good at? Let’s coordinate their comparative advantages in a 
partnership. But given that no one likes to be coordinated—and given, too, 
the advantages of specialization—why and how and when to create 
partnerships? Oh, and if we do, don’t partnerships spawn corruption?  

Which is another big issue around the world. Corruption is the misuse of 
office for illicit ends. It’s the market entering where we’ve decided as a 
society that allocation should take place through other means—elections, 
seniority, random assignment, merit systems, and so forth. Corruption 
happens in governments but not just there: also in businesses, universities, 
charities, churches. What to do? With this big issue, again you’ll hear 
flailing and bailing. Strident but vague speeches: “Fighting corruption is this 
government’s number one priority!” As well as sighs of fatalistic 
resignation. “Nothing you can do about corruption—it’s always been there, 
everywhere in the world.” 

In this book, you’ll find hope.  
First of all, hope via examples where progress has been made on big 

issues. “Progress” means doing better, not once-and-for-all “solutions.” 
You’ll see courageous leaders, and you’ll also see the structural changes 
they made to build momentum and mobilize collaboration. From those 
examples we can build something like a model—I like Atul Gawande’s 
word “checklist,” except it may suggest a checklist for dummies instead of 
what he calls a structured way to help everyone work through a complicated 
problem together.2 You’ll find examples and checklists regarding 
institutional reforms in government and business (Chapter 7). Examples and 
checklists for collaboration across government-business-citizen divides on 
big issues such as the advancement of indigenous cultures, cleaning up 
cities, and rural economic development (Chapter 9). And examples and 
models applied to the challenge of corruption (Chapters 3–4).  

In the case of elitism and meritocracy (Chapter 6), you’ll find three 
checklists related to different outcomes of interest: efficient allocation, the 
representation of valued groups, and incentive effects. 

The last chapter of this book seems different, but let me try to tie it in. It 
was also the final chapter in Prevail: How to Face Upheavals and Make Big 
Choices with the Help of Heroes. Its substance is personal—about you and 
me as individuals. Metaphorically, it’s about how we can analyze our own 
“big issues,” including finding purpose, garnering insight, feeling gratitude, 
and then sharing and serving. Again, you’ll find examples of progress—the 
heroes, often flawed, of history and religion, of arts and sciences, and 
importantly of everyday life. And you’ll find checklists of things you can 
do, sometimes together with others, to prevail instead of flailing or bailing. 
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As I finish this anthology, I realize how our despair over big issues has 
two parts. First, despair over the suffering of real people because we don’t 
do better on big issues.  

And second, despair over the reasons why intellectuals, activists, and 
policymakers don’t do better. Too often, we bail, meaning we look at a big 
issue and say, “That’s way beyond my ken. That topic is loaded—you could 
get cancelled for diving into that one the wrong way.” Or we flail, meaning 
we feel the outrage of victims, or we feel the loss of traditions and values, 
and we metaphorically scream out. We may jump to what seem to be logical, 
even obvious steps—and in our haste, leave aside systems effects that can 
lead to devastating results. Take China’s dismantling of its meritocracies 
during the Cultural Revolution (see pp. 103–106). The goal was to tear 
down entrenched elites and examination systems based on cerebral 
achievement. In their place came democratic systems of selection that 
favored the disadvantaged. Groups of workers, peasants, and soldiers would 
choose the best among themselves, using criteria derived from the Cultural 
Revolution. The goals included creating a “new man” (and woman) and a 
communist society.  

The results were disastrous, as judged by the Chinese themselves, and the 
new selection system was abolished within fifteen years. Intellectual criteria 
and so-called objective performance metrics—always imperfect, always 
with adverse impact against the poor—were reemphasized. Simultaneously, 
policies at local levels freed up some private property rights and enabled 
some markets, which in turn led the country away from the more utopian 
ideals of Chairman Mao.  

I use this example here as a warning to myself as much as to you, dear 
reader. Faced with upheavals and big choices, it is a relief to seem to find a 
radical way out. We can cry out for action, we can align with fellow 
believers, and thereby we can feel better even in our despair. Prevail—and 
this whole volume—have different advice for us. Buck up. Get into the 
imperfect, sinful world and do the best you can. Think hard about goals, 
alternatives, systems, and inclusive processes. Find things that are already 
working. Bring people together to share information about the challenges 
and opportunities, including generic international expertise and local 
knowledge. Help them work through big issues, together.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

CONCLUSIONS AS PROVOCATIONS 
 
 
 
This anthology is a collection of concluding chapters from nine books. But 
beware: “Conclusions are the weak points of most authors,” George Eliot 
once wrote to her publisher, “but some of the fault lies in the very nature of 
a conclusion, which is at best a negation.”3  

What might conclusions “negate”? They can curtail complexity, nullify 
nuance, flee to the formulaic. In policy analysis, they can epitomize what 
the anthropologist Clifford Geertz memorably condemned as “size-up-and-
solve social science.”4  Conclusions can even be dictatorial—instances of 
what the economist William Easterly called “the tyranny of experts.”5  
When a conclusion intimidates us with jargon and methodology, it may send 
an arrogant and unwelcome message: “Listen, I’ve done the analysis. I 
know. Just do what I say.” 

Not in this book. 
Instead, please take the conclusions offered here as provocations, in the 

spirit of Marcel Proust:   

This is one of the great and wondrous characteristics of beautiful books 
(and one which enables us to understand the simultaneously essential and 
limited role that reading can play in our spiritual life): that for the author 
they may be called Conclusions, but for the reader, Provocations. We can 
feel that our wisdom begins where the author’s ends, and we want him to 
give us answers when all he can do is give us desires . . . The end of a book’s 
wisdom appears to us as merely the start of our own . . .6  

A good conclusion can provoke curiosity, even passion. It can inspire 
creativity by instigating new puzzles. And a good conclusion may help 
people make decisions, collaborate, do something concrete. 

These functions of a conclusion are not the same, but they overlap. 
Conclusions might combine them, as these final chapters aspire to do. 

Examples 

Here are a few of this volume’s provocations. 
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1. On big issues, analyze, don’t pontificate—and don’t just avoid 
them. Here are some methods and examples. 

Big issues like corruption, elitism, and inequality readily provoke 
grandstanding and virtue signaling. “Our government is giving absolute 
priority to the fight against corruption.” At the other extreme, big issues 
induce cynicism. “What can anyone do about corruption? It’s been present 
in every society in history.”  

When it comes to many big issues facing our world, a prevalent impulse 
is not to analyze, but to proclaim. Or not to dig in, but to stay away. Alas, 
this is even true of many professors and professional policy analysts, of 
many universities and research institutions. 

Instead, policy analyses for big issues should lay out problems in ways 
that help us see their various dimensions. They should give real examples 
that help us understand how context matters and inspire us about the 
possibilities for change. They should provide models that help us work 
through goals, alternatives, and consequences. And they should do all this 
not to tell us what to do, but to enhance our understanding and catalyze our 
creative problem solving. This book provides guidance and inspiration for 
doing so. 

2. Those reactions of grandstanding or resignation are particularly 
prominent when big issues involve inequalities among groups. This 
book provides examples of how to do better. 

The inequities experienced by vulnerable groups often trigger outrage and 
condemnation, making it perilous to analyze objectively the pros and cons 
of potential policies.  

This book delves into these complex matters. For instance, Chapters 5 and 
6 illustrate how selection systems in education and elsewhere can help 
combat systemic discrimination. Chapter 7 takes a global perspective, 
drawing on three chapters from the book Adjusting to Reality to shed light 
on ethnic inequalities around the world and potential policy solutions. 

3. Many chapters show how effective policies regarding big issues 
depend on implementation. Meaning good flows of information about 
actions and consequences—and incentives linked to both. Also meaning 
processes that involve government, business, and civil society. 

Consider the record of big reforms in many so-called developing 
countries. A democratic reform creates a new constitution and calls for fair 
elections. An economic reform declares free markets. A merit system is 
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introduced to promote fair competition and reduce the impact of 
connections, region, and class. 

These reforms have often disappointed. As Chapter 7 shows, “structural 
adjustments” are often not accompanied by “institutional adjustments”—
and therefore they fall short. (The same qualitative insight holds for 
revolutionary changes from the left or the right: institutions are often 
underemphasized, and therefore the revolution often falls short of its goals.) 

The architect Frank Gehry once said, “As an artist, I have to work with 
constraints. One of them is gravity.” 

In policy design and implementation, greed is like gravity. 
Just as even the dreamiest building design that ignores gravity will fall 

down, so a seemingly ideal policy design will collapse if it ignores greed in 
the officials that implement it and the businesses and citizens affected by it. 

That’s why information and incentives matter so much. Luckily, there are 
excellent examples of institutional reforms that take information and 
incentives seriously. And there are analytical models to explain how to do 
so. In this book, some of the models come from economics, especially in 
Chapters 3, 4, 7, and 9. Other chapters use models from decision theory and 
psychometrics, especially in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. 

In every case, the focus is how both examples and models can catalyze 
our creative thinking about our inevitably distinctive challenges. 

4. Culture also matters, perhaps especially regarding big issues—but 
it’s so easy to engage in fruitless culture speak and avoid policy analysis. 
Here’s how to do better. 

A fraught theme in many debates over big issues is “culture.” For 
example, some people assert that the white patriarchy privileges culturally 
specific ways of thinking and doing, which turn out to work against people 
from other cultural backgrounds. In a quite different vein, others blame 
problems like corruption, elitism, and inequality on the cultures of the 
disadvantaged themselves. Or you hear critiques of this form: “Those 
supposed policy solutions are culturally ignorant and therefore culturally 
impotent.”  

All these assertions have a point, but too often they are stoppers, rather 
than the beginnings of careful, practically focused analyses. It is notable 
(and sad) that the disciplines best equipped to take culture into account have 
remained on the sidelines of policy analysis. Chapter 8, which concludes 
The Culture and Development Manifesto, reviews that book’s findings 
about why anthropology and cultural studies have been so ineffectively 
applied—and shows how experts from these disciplines, working with local 
communities and policymakers, can help advance policies to address 
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systemic disadvantage and cultural diversity. In other words, we can do 
better together, and here are examples and a framework for how to do so. 

You’ll be inspired in Chapter 8 by the account of Nepalis improving their 
irrigation systems and forest management with the help of Elinor Ostrom’s 
policy analyses. It’s an exemplar of collaboration and cultural responsiveness, 
combining local knowledge and ingenuity with international expertise. 

5. Real examples are crucial for understanding big issues, and 
examples of success are doubly useful for activating new ideas and 
actions. 

Examples are inherently place- and time-specific. Yet although our own 
context inevitably is unique, we can learn from examples from elsewhere. 

First, they can show us how particular challenges manifest themselves. 
Chapter 2 describes Equatorial Guinea at a particular time in its journey out 
of dictatorship and extreme poverty. It is a story that, though extreme and 
idiosyncratic, illustrates and I hope illuminates challenges that many 
countries face, big issues like corruption, elitism, tribalism, and poverty. 

Second, throughout this book you’ll find examples that demonstrate how 
a big issue was confronted and, at least in part, dealt with. You’ll appreciate 
how leaders diagnosed an issue with a hard head and an innovative vision. 
How they considered collaborative solutions, then explored them with 
potential partners. How they involved citizens in designing and implementing 
change. 

Many of the examples are drawn from my own experiences in Africa, 
Asia, and Latin America. Not all are from poor countries. Chapter 5 focuses 
on elitism and meritocracy at American universities, with the case study of 
Harvard taking central stage. Chapter 10 confronts despair—comprising a 
lack of purpose, insight, gratitude, and dedicated action—with theories and 
examples from the most apparently advanced societies.  

Particularly valuable, I think, are case studies of successful reforms. The 
Nepali story in Chapter 8 is one. Five others appear in Chapter 9 on public-
private partnerships. And so on throughout the book. Examples of success 
can instruct and inspire us—understanding that in our diverse and imperfect 
world “success” is always partial and contestable.  

Please consider this book’s examples in the spirit of the clothing designer 
Denise Benítez. Once I visited a museum of wearable art with her. She was 
admiring the various pieces, many of which simply baffled me. At the end, 
I asked her what she was learning from these exotic exemplars. 

“Are you picking up techniques or styles to copy?” I asked. 
“No,” Denise said. 
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“Are these display pieces like data points in some general theory of design 
that you’re developing?” 

“No, not at all,” she laughed. 
Denise paused and pondered. 
“Well, it’s like this. I look at each piece carefully. I try to imagine what 

problem the designer was trying to solve. Then I see how he or she solved 
it. And that gives me . . . ideas.” 

6. Policy analysis for big issues should present checklists that facilitate 
systematic, collaborative work. 

I don’t mean checklists in the sense of the Topic X for Dummies volumes 
you’ll find on my bookshelf. Instead, think of Atul Gawande’s excellent 
book, The Checklist Manifesto, mentioned in the Preface. He shows how 
checklists help people work together on complex challenges of design and 
implementation, such as building skyscrapers, designing airplanes, and 
improving hospital systems.  

In the present volume, many chapters present frameworks for policy 
analysis, or checklists. Sometimes more than one: regarding elitism, 
Chapter 6 supplies checklists for three different dimensions of selection 
policies, namely efficiency, representation, and incentives. Other chapters 
provide frameworks for policy analysis in fighting corruption and  
overcoming ethnic inequalities.  

7. Progress on many big issues will require better collaboration among 
government, business, and civil society. Policy analysis can help. 

Fighting corruption, overcoming elitism, and dealing with systemic 
inequalities: none of these big issues can be fruitfully addressed by 
government alone. Chapter 9 provides encouraging examples on big issues 
ranging from preserving indigenous cultures to reforming schools to 
enabling local economic development, and it gives general guidance for 
creating and managing public-private partnerships. 

Big issues where collaboration is necessary—and that’s most of them—
may benefit from a special brand of policy analysis. The goal is first, to 
convene people and institutions that ordinarily don’t talk or work well 
together. Then to catalyze their joint work by providing them with data, case 
studies, and checklists—in other words, with policy-relevant research—and 
facilitating a participatory process that helps them work together through 
goals, alternatives, and implementation strategies.  
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8. In all we do, but especially on big issues, criticize if we must; but 
to make a difference, be constructive.  

Some of these conclusions sound negative notes, and this book does find 
fault with some policies and intellectual approaches. But the point is not to 
hector but to invite. These chapters try to show how policy analysts and 
policymakers can make better progress on big issues.  

Finifugal 

To close this introduction to a book of concluding chapters, let me ask you 
a question. Are you a finifugal? I hope so. 

If this term is unfamiliar, don’t fret—it’s absent from the Oxford 
Dictionary. Definition-of.com defines finifugal this way: “hating endings; 
of someone who tries to avoid or prolong the final moment of a story, 
relationship, or some other journey.”  

Dictionary.com puts finifugal in the category of “words to describe those 
weird feelings we all get.”  

We’ve all experienced this feeling before: Finifugal is the resistance to an 
end of something. 

This arcane-sounding word was coined in the 1800s and infrequently used 
during the last century, the word makes sense if you break it down: fini is 
Latin for “end” and fugal is Latin for “flight.”  If you’re feeling a bit finifugal 
at the moment, just hit the “back button.”7 

If these chapters entice you, please do hit the “back button.” May you be 
encouraged to visit the homes of these concluding chapters and explore their 
cited works.  

May you also hit the “forward button.” I hope that as you reach the end 
of each chapter, you’re inspired as well as informed. Inspired to question, 
to discuss, to engage with these issues in your unique way. This is not just 
about learning from the past and understanding the present; it’s about 
shaping the future. 

Whether you’re a policymaker, activist, academic, or an interested reader, 
I hope that you find your own path in grappling with these big issues. That 
you transform this newfound knowledge into tangible action, whether it’s 
in your personal, professional, or public life. 



SECTION 1:  

CORRUPTION 



CHAPTER TWO 

TROPICAL GANGSTERS 
 
 
 
From Tropical Gangsters by Robert Klitgaard, copyright © 1990. Reprinted 
by permission of Basic Books, an imprint of Hachette Book Group, Inc.  

From the Dust Jacket 

When Robert Klitgaard, an adventurous young economist and former 
Harvard professor, arrived in the steamy backwater of Equatorial Guinea as 
head of a World Bank program to rehabilitate its ruined economy, he soon 
discovered that beneath the placid surface of this tiny nation there seethed a 
host of tropical gangsters: corrupt government officials, capitalist cowboys, 
lazy “experts” paid through foreign aid, and fly-in, fly-out negotiators from 
international financial institutions. “If we can turn this country around,” the 
author said optimistically on arrival, “we can do it anywhere.” 

In an account as gripping as any of V.S. Naipaul’s, Klitgaard chronicles 
his adventures as he tries to get Equatorial Guinea on the path of economic 
reform. Along the way he meets the witch doctor Milagroso, who runs the 
central bank, the aging World Banker Horace, who wishes the country 
would get no aid at all, and the brilliant Saturnino, an Equatoguinean who 
fights corruption and ends up being tortured for his courage. Klitgaard 
explores the country’s beaches in search of surf and the social life of its 
capital, Malabo, with its lone discotheque and exotic women. Whether 
drafting a controversial memo on the nation’s cocoa industry, or negotiating 
an agreement with the International Monetary Fund, or careening around 
the jungle on a full-race motocross bike, or fighting malaria, Klitgaard 
provides an insightful story of how the structural adjustment process hinges 
on who get structurally adjusted—and who turn out to be the real tropical 
gangsters. 

Why is development in Africa—and by extension, the rest of the world—
so difficult? Why has foreign aid so often failed? How can the new 
movement toward free markets be made to work? Klitgaard’s fascinating 
book has implications far beyond Equatorial Guinea or the African 
continent. 
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Praise and Reviews 

“Robert Klitgaard, an administrator for two and a half years of a World 
Bank project to reform the economy of tiny, impoverished Equatorial 
Guinea, understands that transferring skills is more important than 
transmitting cash, and that neither givers nor recipients of aid programs 
know how to do it. His style is more that of a novelist or travel writer than 
of an economist, and his tale of lethargy and corruption among the 
Equatorial Guineans and indifference and frustration among foreign experts 
has the twists and surprises of fiction. But it is not made up. A reader learns 
much from it about why our approaches to the third world are often 
mischievous failures. In the end it even leads one to question the wisdom of 
the whole process of what we call development.” 

—New York Times Book Review, Books of the Century: A Hundred 
Years of Authors, Ideas, and Literature (2000) 

 
“I have never before shared so intimately anybody’s experience among 

people who are so desperately poor, so eager to learn, and so easy to like.” 
—Thomas C. Schelling, Nobel Laureate in Economics 
 
“This splendid book has been compared with the writings of V.S. Naipaul 

and Joseph Conrad, and with John Updike’s The Coup; to me it recalls 
Evelyn Waugh’s Black Mischief, except that it is all true and written by an 
economist with a cool head and a warm heart. Never before has economic 
analysis been presented in a more vivid, witty and (at least for some) 
winning way.” 

—Paul Streeten, Director, World Development Institute, Boston 
University 

 
“Not often will you meet a book on third-world development that is also 

painfully revealing, warm, bitter, funny, sad, engagingly autobiographical 
and about Equatorial Guinea.  Here is one.” 

—The Economist  
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DISSOLUTION 
 
Though Equatorial Guinea needed the IMF’s money urgently, the 
agreement was more important for what it represented. The IMF’s approval 
of the government’s economic strategy would ease the way for other lenders 
and aid donors and encourage foreign investors. It would also enable the 
long-delayed United Nations “round table” meeting with all the country’s 
aid donors to move forward. 

The next step was to get an agreement with the World Bank: a full-fledged 
structural adjustment program. Having succeeded with the IMF, we now 
had to detail not just what the government planned to do but how. 

I agreed to stay till the end of October to help out. With Don Bonifacio of 
Finance and other Guinean officials, I would attend the annual meetings of 
the World Bank and the IMF in Berlin in late September. Then I would leave 
the country at the end of October, an agreement with the Bank (we hoped) 
in hand. 

In August 1988, the technical committee that had worked so well on the 
IMF agreement began to meet again. The committee added two new mem-
bers: the wise and able Saturnino, one of eight local professionals working 
on our economic rehabilitation project; and my assistant, Raúl. We began 
by dividing up the tasks that needed doing, and we met three times a week 
to move things along. 

Attempted Coup 

Meanwhile, President Obiang began an August tour of the country. His idea 
was to discuss with the people the idea of a presidential election—one party 
only and probably only one candidate, but a national election nonetheless. 
The President had told diplomats that he wanted to get a sense of his own 
support in the countryside. If he perceived a lack of enthusiasm, he said he 
would consider retiring. Some people whispered that the jefe was growing 
weary of the burdens of the office. Others talked of opposition to the 
President. The pro-democracy Guineans living in Spain were active as 
usual, but the talk concerned regional opposition—and opposition within 
the ruling clan of the President’s hometown of Mongomo. 

The chief of state’s tour mobilized the ministers. Some accompanied him, 
others were advance men. The rest might suddenly have to go to Bata for 
consultations. With so many ministers away from Malabo, employees 
would come to work late and wander off early. The energy of the tiny capital 
city seemed to dissipate. 
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Then on Thursday, 9 August, an alarming rumor swept Malabo. On the 
mainland there had been an attempt on the President’s life. 

Details, versions seeped out. One story had a coup plot based in 
Mongomo itself. The President was to have been assassinated when he and 
his entourage arrived in his hometown. The chief of police of Mongomo, 
plus locally based soldiers, were said to have stashed an armory for this 
purpose; but their designs had been uncovered. “Many” had been arrested. 
No official news on the matter—only rumor. 

In Malabo all was calm. Business went on as usual on Friday, the weekend 
seemed normal, and on Monday our technical committee met. Everyone 
came but Saturnino. This was unlike him. After the meeting, I motorcycled 
over to the Ministry of Transportation to his office. 

No sign of him. I asked one of the secretaries. 
“Saturnino has not come today,” she said softly, her eyes averted. “He 

will not come.” Her voice and manner told me that something was wrong.  
“Why?” I asked. 
She wouldn’t say. “Ask the secretary general.” 
I went to the secretary general’s office. He looked grim. I had the feeling 

he knew why I was there. I explained that Saturnino had not appeared at this 
morning’s meeting. 

“I do not know, Roberto. Things have been said, but I do not know. 
Perhaps you should go to his house and find out.” 

I drove to public housing near the marketplace. The area was ugly and 
utilitarian, a bunch of blocklike concrete dwellings diagonally situated one 
after another on a large lot of packed dirt. I asked someone where 
Saturnino’s place was. She took me there, past chickens and children and 
lines of tattered clothes. I knocked at the door. A shirtless teenage boy 
opened it and led me to the main room. It was barren and dark. Stark wooden 
chairs and tables, dull walls without decoration, a television. Two children 
were roaming on the floor. At a table against the far wall sat a woman. I 
introduced myself and asked about Saturnino. 

“They came for him on Saturday,” she said. “The police took him away. 
We do not know where he is or his condition.” 

She and Saturnino’s teenage son related some details, which were few 
and uninformative. They did not know why Saturnino had been arrested. 
But over the weekend, others, too, had been picked up around Malabo. 

“It has to do with the attempt to kill the President,” the woman said. 
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* * * * * 

Rumors roared through town. An ambush had been thwarted. The cause was 
an intra-clan battle, some said. Others cited the President’s economic 
policies, the closing of the banks, the battening down of extrabudgetary 
spending. It could have been all of the above. In Malabo a Spanish-based 
opposition politician, who had been granted a visa subject to the promise 
not to stir up trouble, had been arrested. So had a number of middle-level 
government officials. 

My assistant, Raúl, told me something he had not shared with me before. 
“You know, Bob, two years ago when there was supposedly a coup  

attempt against the President? Well, I was locked up and interrogated. No 
reason at all. But you know, Bob, they tortured me.” 

Raúl quietly described having his elbows tied together behind his back 
for days. He had been blindfolded and immersed in drums of water until he 
felt as though he were drowning. He had been beaten. 

“At the end they released me,” Raúl said. “No charges were ever made. 
But it, well, it ruined me for a long time. I could not move my arms right 
for months afterward. It took months before I was ready to work again.” 

Searching for Saturnino 

I had to find out where Saturnino was, make sure he was okay. 
Don Camilo knew nothing. He told me not to worry. 
“This is not the time of Macías, Roberto. He will be taken care of. His 

situation will be investigated and fairly judged.” 
Don Bonifacio also professed ignorance. He advised caution. 
“Roberto, you will not be able to know anything. You cannot help 

Saturnino.” 
But we had to make sure he was all right, that his rights were respected. 

He worked for us, for our project. He was our colleague. 
“I understand what you mean, Roberto. But you as an outsider cannot help 

him. This is a matter of national security. It has its own process.” 
I protested that it was precisely as an outsider that I might be able to help. 

Maybe push things that, say, a minister could not. 
Bonifacio nodded, but still advised me to do nothing. 
“Bonifacio, suppose it was me that was jailed. Would you do nothing?” 

He paused, looked down, then looked back at me. 
“No. I would try to help you.” Another pause. “Be careful, Roberto.” 
 


